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Overview – OCEN & Sahay App
OCEN is addressing the problem statement around the low feasibility of giving out small ticket loans owing to high
cost of capital. OCEN’s first rendition is Sahay- due to be launched in September by Credall.
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The Government’s newest Cash Over
Internet scheme ‘Kashi’, wants banks
to disburse small loans based on the
monthly direct benefit transfers (DBT)
that are made to nearly 900 million
people. Under OCEN, this will be
streamlined for efficiency and cost
reduction.
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Lending Partners for this new
credit rail would enable merchants
to sign-up and get instant loans
from lenders by providing their
GST identification number, along
with their bank details.

Loan Service Providers
function as the agent of
the borrower. Credit
offering is embedded
through contextualized
business touchpoints

NBFC-AA that, in addition to
the providers of financial
data, manage borrower
consent as part of DEPA

Consumers and MSMEs will
benefit immensely from
cheaper, faster, and
democratized facilities for
credit

Key Definitions
Open Credit Enablement Network (OCEN) is a new credit paradigm and protocol infrastructure which will mediate interactions between
loan service providers like FinTech and e-Commerce players and mainstream lenders like banks and NBFCs. Under these new credit rails,
OCEN will act as a common language, connecting lenders and marketplaces to utilise and create innovative, financial credit products at scale.

> OCEN wants to upend DSA model and make LSPs agents of the customer
> It serves as an open protocol like https, not as a switch or a message broker in between
> It is a public good that can be leveraged by entrepreneurs to build and grow their business


